Introduction {#S1}
============

The term yoga is derived from a Sanskrit word *yuj* and means "union" or a "method of spiritual union." Yoga originated in India and is a behavioral practice that unites physical and mental training aimed at improving health and promoting personal transformation, with the ultimate goal of attaining *samadhi* (pure consciousness). According to *Patanjali*'s *Sutras*, yoga encompasses the following eight aspects (limbs): *yamas* (ethical guidelines, abstinence from immoral behavior), *niyamas* (self-discipline), *asana* (physical postures), *pranayama* (breath control), *pratyahara* (sensory withdrawal), *dharana* (concentration), *dhyana* (meditation), and *samadhi* (pure consciousness) ([@B87], [@B88]; [@B4]; [@B21]; [@B54]). Over the years, dozens of variations in yoga philosophy and styles have emerged. Some yoga styles are structured as a physical workout, while others put an emphasis on meditation. Meditation is a way of focusing and slowing down the stream of thoughts in the mind ([@B6]). *Dhyana*, Sanskrit for meditation, is one of the eight limbs of yoga according to *Patanjali's Sutras* and stresses the fact that yoga and meditation are interrelated. Several meditation techniques originate from yoga and are intrinsically connected with yoga. In addition, to train the mind to focus and prepare for meditation, physical movements of the body and breathing exercises are used and together from the triad of yoga trainings ([@B4]).

Whereas yoga has been practiced in the East for thousands of years, it is now rapidly gaining popularity and interest in the Western world ([@B51]). Data from a recent national health interview survey showed that 14.3% of the United States adults have done yoga in the past 12 months ([@B10]). Furthermore, yoga practitioners are more likely female, younger, non-Hispanic white, college educated, higher earners, and of better health status ([@B13]). The goal for many healthy individuals is to achieve fitness and flexibility, to reduce daily stress and improve energy as part of a healthy, active lifestyle ([@B3]; [@B51]; [@B13]). Several yoga styles are practiced in western society, and most encompass the abovementioned triad of physical postures, breath control exercises, and meditation, although in many centers the primary focus is put on the *asana* (physical postures) of yoga ([@B51]). There are also different intentions to practice yoga that may vary from purely physical to more spiritual. A recent study showed that the motivations to practice yoga are dynamic. With continued practice, there is a shift in intentions that are set by practitioners from more physical to spiritual development ([@B51]).

On the other hand, yoga is also regularly practiced by people with physical and mental health problems. [@B13] performed an analysis on the cross-sectional data from the 2012 National Health Interview Survey. In this survey, most yoga practitioners reported positive outcomes resulting from their yoga practice, predominantly citing reduced stress, improved overall health, improved emotional well-being, improved sleep, and increased sense of control over their health. In addition to these subjective self-reported benefits, there is a growing body of clinical research studies on beneficial medical and psychological effects of yoga. Physiological effects of yoga include a decreased heart rate and blood pressure, and increased muscle strength ([@B37]; [@B85]; [@B9]). Furthermore, improvement of depressive, anxious, and stressful states and relief in pain conditions has been demonstrated in several studies ([@B93]; [@B12]; [@B15]; [@B69]; [@B92]). Yoga may thus also offer a complementary auxiliary approach in various central nervous system (CNS) disorders such as depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) but also in schizophrenia and cognitive decline ([@B84]; [@B12]; [@B69]; [@B5]). Mostly, these effects are measured with self-reported questionnaires before, during, and after a yoga intervention and such an approach may be prone to bias and subjectivity. Non-invasive and easily accessible (bio)markers, for example blood pressure, medication use, and heart rate (variability), have been used as measurements of interest but remain aspecific.

There is growing interest in elucidating the neurobiological underpinnings of yoga. There are different methods to non-invasively investigate the neurobiology of the human brain including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), transcranial direct-current stimulation (TDCS), transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), and blood biomarker analysis. For this review, our focus is on neuroimaging studies using MR-based techniques, PET, and/or SPECT, since these non-invasive modalities allow to to investigate the brain's structure and function *in vivo* and network functional effects *in vivo* with high spatial resolution (MRI) and sensitivity (PET).

The main purpose of the present review is to provide an overview of the existing structural and functional neuroimaging studies of yoga in a critical perspective, by examining the magnitude and the consistency of reported cerebral effects. We will address inconsistencies, highlight the gaps in our current knowledge, and discuss how better study designs and imaging probes may be able to address these.

*In vivo* Brain Imaging Techniques {#S2}
==================================

MRI, PET, and SPECT have been the medical neuroimaging techniques of choice to investigate the effects of yoga on the brain.

MRI refers to a family of imaging techniques that use strong magnetic fields, field gradients, and radio waves to excite hydrogen atoms in tissues and read out signals, depending on the properties of these tissues ([@B40]). The main advantages of MRI are its (sub)millimeter spatial resolution, non-invasiveness, and ability to discriminate tissues using their physical and biochemical properties. On the other hand, a relatively low sensitivity is a main disadvantage ([@B7]). MRI can be used to assess both cerebral structural and functional effects. Structural MRI (sMRI) provides anatomical information, delineating different tissues and brain structures, and can be used to assess volumetric changes or differences between populations. To assess and investigate possible changes in the white matter (WM) of the brain, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is commonly used ([@B73]). DTI is sensitive to the diffusion characteristics of hydrogen. When diffusion is not restricted, hydrogen diffuses the same amount in all directions; the diffusion is called "isotropic." In contrast, when hydrogen diffusion is restricted and dominated by one direction, the diffusion is called "anisotropic." In WM, diffusion tends to be anisotropic due to the axon walls and myelin sheaths surrounding the axon, which is picked up in DTI, which is thus well-suited to investigate WM tract integrity. In addition to sMRI, functional MRI (fMRI) measures can be acquired, including resting-state or task fMRI, functional connectivity fMRI, magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), and arterial spin labeling (ASL). *In vivo* MRS is a non-invasive specialized technique associated with MRI, where the differences in resonant frequency of various chemical compounds are measured and observed, in order to identify the MRS spectrum. This MRS spectrum reflects the biochemical composition of a region of interest (or whole brain by voxel-based measurements), and each metabolite is identified by its unique position ([@B41]): GABA, glutamate + glutamine (Glx), reflecting major inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmitters, glycerophosphocholine + phosphocholine (Cho), a marker of cell membrane syntheses and breakdown, and N-acetyl aspartate and N-acetylaspartyl-glutamate (NAA/NAAG), a marker of neuronal and axonal viability and density ([@B86]). In resting-state or task fMRI, regional brain activity is detected based on blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) changes in brain tissue that change with neuronal activity status ([@B8]). Correlation patterns of the activated regions can be identified with a functional connectivity analysis. Several networks have been robustly identified, including the default mode network (DMN), which is active in the absence of an attention-required task ([@B26]), and the central executive (frontal) network ([@B82]). Indirect neuronal functioning can be measured using ASL measuring absolute cerebral perfusion. In this technique, incoming arterial blood is magnetically labeled and the signal difference between labeled and unlabeled control images is proportional to regional perfusion ([@B38]).

PET is a molecular functional nuclear medicine imaging technique with very high (nanomolar) sensitivity. PET imaging makes use of a radioactively labeled radioligand administered in tracer quantities. Radiotracers consisting of a positron-emitting radioistope are bound to a compound that binds to target molecules such as neuroreceptors, reuptake transporters, or intracellular and extracellular proteins. Positron emission is located through measurement of coincident annihilation gamma rays detected by scintillator or solid-state PET-scan detectors ([@B77]), and a quantitative physiological measure can be obtained such as receptor density or glucose metabolization rate. Although spatial resolution is less than that of sMRI, current equipment allows 3--4 mm spatial resolution ([@B83]).

Similarly, SPECT imaging is also used to visualize molecular and functional brain processes. In contrast to PET, the tracers are labeled with a single-photon emitting radioisotope. SPECT imaging provides quantitative images of the radiotracer distribution using a rotating scintillator gamma camera. In functional brain studies, SPECT has mainly been used to study regional brain perfusion ([@B32]).

Review Method and Search Strategy {#S3}
=================================

Articles were identified using MEDLINE^[1](#footnote1){ref-type="fn"}^ until the end of 2019, limiting the search to yoga and neuroimaging studies, using the following keywords: "yoga AND (magnetic resonance OR positron emission tomography OR single photon emission computed tomography OR MR OR PET OR SPECT or functional connectivity)." The obtained list of articles was afterward refined and screened for inclusion of at least one of the following words in the abstract: "magnetic resonance OR MR," "functional magnetic resonance imaging OR fMRI," "positron emission tomography OR PET," "single photon emission computed tomography OR SPECT," or "brain" AND "yoga" within the title or abstract (see below the study inclusion and exclusion criteria). Of the remaining results, all the abstracts were verified to describe neuroimaging methods in the investigation of cerebral effects of yoga.

We considered all studies using structural and functional neuroimaging to investigate different forms of yoga styles that met the following inclusion criteria: (i) articles that were available in English, German, Dutch, or French; (ii) articles that used neuroimaging techniques; and (iii) articles published in peer-reviewed scientific journals.

Studies were excluded in case of (i) individual case reports; (ii) effects of one-time practitioners; (iii) review articles; (iv) using neurophysiological techniques other than MRI, PET, or SPECT (e.g., EEG mapping, MEG, etc.).

Results {#S4}
=======

Study Selection and Classification {#S4.SS1}
----------------------------------

A total of 93 studies were identified and reviewed. About two-thirds (59 of 93) of all studies did not meet the inclusion criteria, mainly because these studies did not focus on yoga itself or did not investigate neuronal effects, ending with a final set of 34 studies.

The included studies used different styles of yoga, which are briefly outlined in the Supplementary Appendix: Ashtanga, Iyengar, Vinyasa, Kripalu, Kundalini, Nidra, Sahaja, Sivananda, and Hatha yoga. The selected 34 articles were straightforward classified as "*structural*/*morphological neuroimaging studies*," which assessed structural brain changes by sMRI (*n* = 11, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), or "*functional neuroimaging studies*," which assessed brain function, activation studies, or molecular targets (*n* = 26 studies, [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The latter comprised MRS, task-based fMRI, resting-state fMRI (rsfMRI) with connectivity analysis, ASL, PET, and SPECT. Three of the 34 included articles used a combination of structural and functional imaging and were included in both sections. Six pairs of articles conducted different analyses in the same subjects and were included in both the structural and functional study sections.

###### 

Morphological brain imaging studies on yoga.

  Imaging technique          Effect                Design   Yoga style                                             Number (♀), age (mean ± SD), yrs                          Control group Control condition                                          Study
  -------------------------- --------------------- -------- ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------
  MRI-VBM                    WB GMD                CSS      Hatha Yoga meditation (HYM) (MY)                       HYM: 7 (6), 36.4 ± 11.9 CON: 7 (6), 35.5 ± 7.1            Non-meditators vs. yoga                                                  [@B28]
  MRI-VBM MRI-VBCT MRI-DTI   WB GMD, GMT, ROI WM   CSS      Unspecified yoga (3Y)                                  YOG: 14 (9), 37.0 ± 6.6 CON: 14 (9), 36.7 ± 7.3           Non-meditators vs. yoga                                                  [@B87]
  MRI-VBM                    WB GMD                CSS      Unspecified yoga (3Y)                                  YOG: 14 (9) 37.0 ± 6.6 CON: 14 (9) 36.7 ± 7.3             Non-meditators vs. yoga                                                  [@B88]
  MRI-VBM                    WB GMD                CSS      Sahaja Yoga meditation (SYM)(YM)                       SYM: 23 (17), 46.5 ± 11.4 CON: 23 (17), 46.9 ± 10.9       Non-meditators vs. yoga                                                  [@B43]
  MRI-VBM                    WB GMD                LS       Sahaja yoga meditation (SYM)(MY)                       SYM: 12 (2): 21.6 ± 2.0 CON: 30 (12): 22.2 ± 1.3          SYM training vs. control group (waiting period)                          [@B17]
  MRI-VBCT                   WB GMT                CSS      Hatha Yoga (3Y)                                        YOG: 21 (21), 66.2 ± 4.5 CON: 21 (21), 67.9 ± 4.6         Non-meditators vs. yoga                                                  [@B1]
  MRI-VBM                    ROI GMV               CSS LS   Meditation and yoga practices (MY/3Y)                  YOG: 289 (211), 61.9 ± 6.8 CON: 3453 (1830), 64.3 ± 7.7   Controls vs. practitioners of yoga, meditation and breathing exercises   [@B34]
  MRI-VBM                    ROI GMD               LS       Yoga (3Y)                                              YOG: 7 (3), 69--81\*                                      Before vs. after yoga training                                           [@B39]
  MRI-VBM                    ROI GMD               CSS      Hatha, iyengar and kundalini yoga (3Y)                 YOG: 13 (12), 35.8 ± 15.4 CON: 13 (12), 35.7 ± 14.6       Controls vs. yoga practitioners                                          [@B33]
  MRI-VBM                    ROI GMD               LS       MBSR program (including yoga) (MY/3Y)                  YOG: 27 (16), 35.2 ± 6.7                                  Before vs. after MBSR training                                           [@B47]
  MRI-VBM                    ROI GMV               LS       Combination of meditation and Kundalini yoga (MY/3Y)   YOG: 14 (6), 67.1 ± 9.5 CON: 11 (6), 67.8 ± 9.7           MET vs. yoga in MCI patients                                             [@B94]

Imaging Technique: DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; VBM, voxel-based morphometry; VBCT, voxel-based cortical thickness. Effect: GMD, gray matter density; GMV, gray matter volume; GMT, gray matter thickness; GM, gray matter; ROI, region of interest; WB, whole-brain; WM, white matter. Design: CSS, cross-sectional study; LS, longitudinal study. Yoga styles: 3Y, triad of yoga (including physical postures, breathing exercises, and meditation); HYM, Hatha Yoga meditation; MBSR, mindfulness-based stress reduction; MY, meditation yoga; SYM, Sahaja Yoga meditation. Number: SD, standard deviation. Control group Control condition: MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MET, memory enhancement training. \* No information on mean age and SD.

###### 

Functional brain imaging studies on yoga.

  Imaging technique                                  Effect                    Design   Yoga style                                   Number (♀), age (mean ± SD), yrs                                            Control group Control condition                                                      Study
  -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- -------- -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------
  **A. Cerebral perfusion and glucose metabolism**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  ^18^F-FDG PET                                      Glucose metabolism        CSS      Yoga meditation (YM)                         YOG: 8 (2), 32, 21--39\*                                                    Wakeful condition in the same subjects                                               [@B46]
  H~2~^15^O PET                                      CBF                       CSS      Yoga Nidra (YM)                              YOG: 9 (3), 23--41\*                                                        Control states in the same subjects                                                  [@B58]
  ^99m^Tc-ECD SPECT                                  CBF                       LS       Iyengar yoga (3Y)                            YOG: 4 (2), 45.0                                                            Pre-program baseline scan                                                            [@B11]
  ^99m^Tc-HMPAO SPECT                                CBF                       CSS      Kundalini chanting (YM)                      YOG: 11 (5), 35.4 ± 13.5                                                    BL in same subjects                                                                  [@B53]
  fMRI ASL                                           CBF                       CSS      Kundalini meditation (YM)                    YOG: 10 (4), 53.7\*                                                         BL in same subjects                                                                  [@B91]
  **B. Neural activation**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  fMRI                                               Neural activation         CSS      Kundalini, Acem tradition (MY)               YOG: 8 (5), 34.6 ± 9.7                                                      BL in same subjects                                                                  [@B19]
  fMRI                                               Neural activation         CSS      OM chanting (MY)                             YOG: 12 (3), 28 ± 6                                                         Production of "ssss..."                                                              [@B52]
  fMRI                                               Neural activation         CSS      Sahaja yoga meditation (MY)                  YOG: 19 (11), 46.6 ± 9.5                                                    Attention on breathing                                                               [@B44]
  fMRI                                               Neural activation         CSS      *Patanljali* yoga: Yoga meditation (MY)      YOG: 4 (0), mid 60s\*                                                       Relaxation (control condition) vs. meditation                                        [@B63]
  fMRI                                               Neuronal fluctuations     LS       Hatha Yoga (3Y)                              CON: 12 (12), 16--60\* YOG: 23 (23), 16--60\* AE: 23 (23), 16--60\*         Patients with schizophrenia: control wait-list vs. yoga vs. aerobic exercises (AE)   [@B57]
  fMRI                                               Neural activation         CSS      Undefined                                    YOG: 19 (16), 35.9 ± 11.5 CON: 12 (6), 32.9 ± 9.1                           Recreational athletes vs. yoga practitioners (YP)                                    [@B90]
  fMRI                                               Neural activation         CSS      Hatha meditation (MY)                        YOG: 7 (6), 36.4 ± 11.9 CON: 7 (6), 35.5 ± 7.1                              Meditation-naive vs. controls                                                        [@B29]
  fMRI                                               Neural activation         CSS      Hatha, iyengar, and kundalini (MY/3Y)        YOG: 13 (12), 35.8 ± 15.4 CON: 13 (12), 35.7 ± 14.6                         Controls vs. yoga practitioners                                                      [@B33]
  **C. Functional connectivity**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  fMRI                                               Functional connectivity   CSS      Hatha meditation (MY)                        YOG: 7 (6), 36.4 ± 11.9 CON: 7 (6), 35.5 ± 7.1                              Meditation-naive vs. controls                                                        [@B27]
  fMRI                                               Functional connectivity   CSS      Sahaja yoga meditation (SYM)(YM)             SYM: 23 (17), 46.5 ± 11.4 CON: 23 (17), 46.9 ± 10.9                         Meditation state vs. resting state                                                   [@B42]
  fMRI                                               Functional connectivity   LS       MBSR program (including yoga) (MY/3Y)        MBSR: 18 (10): 37.5 ± 9.1 RR: 16 (9): 39.9 ± 10.3                           MBSR vs. relaxation response RR training                                             [@B74]
  fMRI                                               Functional connectivity   CSS      Hatha yoga (3Y)                              CON: 20 (20), 68.2 ± 4.6 YOG: 20 (20), 66.5 ± 4.5                           Elderly yoga practitioners vs. healthy yoga-naïve controls                           [@B71]
  fMRI                                               Functional connectivity   LS       Meditation/Kundalini yoga (MY/3Y)            YOG: 14 (6), 67.1 ± 9.5 MET: 11 (6), 67.8 ± 9.7                             MET vs. yoga in MCI patients                                                         [@B21]
  fMRI                                               Functional connectivity   LS       Sahaja yoga meditation (SYM)(MY)             SYM: 12 (2): 21.6 ± 2.0 CON: 30 (12): 22.2 ± 1.3                            SYM training vs. control group (waiting period)                                      [@B17]
  fMRI                                               Functional connectivity   CSS      Kripalu yoga, Vipassana meditation (MY/3Y)   YOG: 16 (11), 49.4 ± 7.8 MED: 16 (10), 54.1 ± 8.1 CON: 15 (9), 52.9 ± 9.8   Meditation vs. yoga vs. controls                                                     [@B30]
  **D. Brain metabolites and neurotransmitters**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  ^11^C-raclopride PET                               Dopamine release          CSS      Yoga Nidra (MY)                              YOG: 8 (0), 31--50\*                                                        Wakeful condition in same subjects                                                   [@B55]
  MRI-MRS                                            GABA                      CSS      Yoga (3Y)                                    YOG: 8 (7), 25.8 ± 5.2 CON: 11 (5), 26.6 ± 7.6                              Reading exercise                                                                     [@B79]
  MRI-MRS                                            GABA                      LS       Iyengar yoga (3Y)                            YOG: 19 (11), 23.9 ± 3.0 CON: 15 (11) 25.6 ± 4.9                            Walking group                                                                        [@B80]
  MRI-MRS                                            NAA and MI                CSS      Yoga postures and breathing exercises (3Y)   YOG: 34 (?), 35--65\* CON: 34 (?), 35--65\*                                 Type 2 diabetes patients: Yoga + standard care vs. standard care                     [@B66]
  MRI-MRS                                            NAA and MI                CSS      Yoga postures and breathing exercises (3Y)   YOG: 5 (?), 35--55\* CON: 5 (?), 35--55\*                                   Type 2 diabetes patients: Yoga + standard care vs. standard care                     [@B72]
  MRI-MRS                                            Metabolites               LS       Meditation/Kundalini yoga (MY/3Y)            YOG: 14 (6), 67.1 ± 9.5 CON: 11 (6), 67.8 ± 9.7                             MET vs. yoga in MCI patients                                                         [@B94]

Imaging technique: ASL, arterial spin labeling; FDG, fluorodeoxyglucose; (f)MRI, (functional) magnetic resonance imaging; MRS, magnetic resonance spectroscopy; PET, positron emission tomography; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography. Effect: CBF, cerebral blood flow; GABA, γ-aminobutyric acid; MI, myoinositol; NAA, N-acetyl aspartate. Design: CSS, cross-sectional study; LS, longitudinal study. Yoga styles: 3Y, triad of yoga (including physical postures, breathing exercises and meditation); MBSR, mindfulness-based stress reduction; MY, meditation yoga. Number: SD, standard deviation. Control group/control condition: MET, memory enhancement training. \* No information on mean age and SD.

Structural/Morphological Neuroimaging Studies on Yoga {#S4.SS2}
-----------------------------------------------------

All structural studies carried out in yoga practitioners between 2009 and 2019 performed voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis. VBM is a technique to quantitatively assess gray matter (GM) volume in predefined regions of interest (ROIs) or concentration (density) differences throughout the brain on a voxel-by-voxel or ROI basis ([@B49]). Additionally, a voxel-based cortical thickness (VBCT) analysis can be performed, where cortical thickness is assessed by calculating the distance between the resulting WM-GM surface and GM-cerebral spinal fluid surface data ([@B60]).

Several studies investigated morphological effects conducting a whole-brain analysis without *a priori* restriction to particular ROIs. [@B28] found higher GM density in a small group of experienced Hatha yoga meditation practitioners (*n* = 7) compared to a sex-, age-, and education-matched control group (*n* = 7). Particularly, higher GM density was found in the medial frontal gyrus, superior frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, (para)hippocampal gyrus, insula, superior temporal gyrus, occipital gyrus, and cerebellum ([@B28]). Similarly, greater GM density in cortical regions were also identified by [@B87], conducted in a group of experienced yoga practitioners (*n* = 14) vs. physically active controls (*n* = 14; matched in terms of sex, age, body mass index, handedness, education, and exercise level outside of yoga). These regions comprised cingulate gyrus, superior frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, and insula. In addition, VBCT showed three brain regions with significantly increased GM thickness in yoga participants, including cingulate cortex, insular cortex, and primary somatosensory cortex, in agreement with the VBM analysis ([@B87]). In a follow-up study in the same subjects, the authors also explored whether a yoga practice had a neuroprotective effect by comparing age-related GM decline ([@B88]). They found a significant negative correlation between age and whole-brain GM density for controls, consistent with known atrophy effects of healthy aging, but this decline was not present in yoga practitioners. Furthermore, the years of yoga experience and hours of weekly yoga practice were positively correlated with regional GM density ([@B88]). In experienced Sahaja yoga meditation participants (*n* = 23) compared to controls (*n* = 23), significantly larger GM density was found in the insula, ventromedial orbitofrontal cortex, and medial inferior temporal gyrus ([@B43]). In subjects practicing the same yoga style, [@B17] investigated the modulation of a short-term yoga meditation training (four 1-hour sessions per week over four consecutive weeks), by randomly assigning 42 healthy meditation-naïve adults to either a control group (wait-list; *n* = 30) or a yoga group (*n* = 12). Compared to the controls, the yoga group showed increased GM density in the inferior frontal gyrus (pars orbitalis), correlated with general well-being after yoga training. Finally, in another study, [@B1] found increased cortical thickness in the left prefrontal area in 21 healthy elderly female experienced (practicing at least two times a week for a minimum of eight years) Hatha yoga practitioners compared to 21 age-, education-, and physical activity-matched controls.

Based on defined *a priori* hypotheses on behavioral effects of yoga such as reduction of anxiety and increased attention and their functional anatomical relationship, other studies analyzed structural MR data focusing on effects within specific ROIs, including the hippocampus, amygdala, or dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. [@B34] investigated the effect of meditation and yoga on the amygdala (as a central relay structure in emotional memory, fear, and anxiety processing) and hippocampus. In this large population-based study, including 3742 participants, of whom 289 practiced at least one hour of meditation or yoga per week for at least one year, a decrease in GM volume was observed in the left hippocampus and right amygdala ([@B34]). It is worth mentioning that no distinction was made between yoga and meditation practice in this study, therefore obscuring the exact origin of the observed effects. The same study also described an additional analysis in a subsample of 218 subjects that had undergone a previous MR scan five years earlier and have been practicing yoga or meditation for five years or longer. In this longitudinal study, only an interaction between years of yoga/meditation experience and decreased volume of the amygdala was observed, without differences in the hippocampus ([@B34]). Similar results were found in a small yoga intervention study (including physical postures, breath control exercises, and meditation) using VBM, performed in healthy elderly subjects (*n* = 7), without a control group ([@B39]). GM density changes in the hippocampus as *a priori* ROI were examined after the yoga intervention of six months. The hippocampus is known to be affected by GM loss with aging, and previously elevations in serum brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) had been demonstrated in this region. Increased GM density in the hippocampus post-yoga intervention was found compared to baseline ([@B39]). Based on the former results, [@B33] explored differences in GM density of the hippocampus specifically in 13 experienced yoga practitioners and 13 age- and sex-matched controls. The experienced yoga group contained Hatha, Kundalini, and Iyengar yoga practitioners. GM density was higher in the left hippocampus in the yoga group compared to controls ([@B33]). Other structural imaging research focused on both the hippocampus and amygdala in order to investigate the effects of an 8-week mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) intervention in subjects with elevated stress (*n* = 26), consisting of weekly group meetings and daily home mindfulness practices, including sitting meditation and yoga ([@B47]). Differences in the perceived stress scale were related to changes in GM density within the right amygdala ([@B47]). Finally, in a particular study, aiming at investigating neuroanatomical and neurochemical plasticity following either memory training or a yoga intervention in mild cognitive impairment (MCI) patients, [@B94] conducted a longitudinal MR study to measure GM volume within the bilateral hippocampus and dorsal anterior cingulate over 12 weeks. In total, 25 subjects were included and randomized to either the yoga group (*n* = 14) or the control group \[memory enhancement training group (*n* = 11)\]. An interaction between group and time was found: only the MCI patients who followed memory training sessions showed a trend toward increased volume in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex after training ([@B94]).

Only one study has investigated the effects of yoga on WM integrity. In this study, [@B87] performed an ROI-based DTI analysis of the insular cortex in an experienced yoga cohort (*n* = 14) compared to controls (*n* = 14). They found higher fractional anisotropy (FA) in WM adjacent to the left insula compared to controls. Probabilistic tractography was used to track the WM pathway passing through this area, showing increased connectivity of the anterior and posterior insular regions. According to the authors, this might represent increased intrainsular connectivity in the yoga subjects ([@B87]).

We have pooled the study specifics of the morphological studies in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Furthermore, [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a map of the different brain regions where morphological effects of yoga have been reported in the included studies. The insular cortex and hippocampus were the most frequently described regions with morphological thickening.

![An overview of morphological and functional effects of yoga, overlaid on a T1-weighted image. **(A)** Morphological effects: circles indicate regions with increased gray matter volume or density; regions with a decrease are represented by an arrow pointing down. Both whole-brain and ROI analyses are included, represented by circles without or with a white border, respectively. Size of the circles are a representation of group sizes: *light blue* ([@B43]), *dark blue* ([@B28]), *orange* ([@B87]), *red* ([@B88]), *yellow* ([@B17]), *dark yellow* ([@B1]), *pink* ([@B34]), *dark green* ([@B33]), *light green* ([@B39]), *purple* ([@B47]), not in this figure ([@B94]). **(B)** Neuronal resting-state function: *red* ([@B46]), *blue* ([@B53]), not in this figure ([@B58]; [@B11]; [@B91]). **(C)** Neural activation: *red* ([@B19]), *purple* ([@B52]), *green* ([@B29]), *pink* ([@B44]), *orange* ([@B63]), *yellow* ([@B90]), *dark blue* ([@B33]), and *light blue* ([@B56]). **(D)** Functional connectivity, seed regions (circles with a white border) connected (full lines) with brain regions (circles), representing higher functional connectivity: *red* ([@B31]); higher degree centrality for caudate nuclei, *blue* ([@B42]), *green* ([@B74]), *pink* ([@B21]), *purple* ([@B71]), *light blue* represents a network with a change in power spectrum ([@B17]), not in this figure ([@B27]). **(E)** Neurotransmitters and metabolites: *yellow*, increased dopamine signaling ([@B55]); *red*, increased GABA without exact location ([@B79]); *dark blue* (GABA levels) ([@B80]); *green*, increased N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) and decrease myoinositol (MI) ([@B66]); *purple*, no change in MI or NAA ([@B72]); *white*, no change in metabolite levels in hippocampus and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex ([@B94]).](fnint-14-00034-g001){#F1}

Functional Neuroimaging Studies on Yoga {#S4.SS3}
---------------------------------------

Twenty-six studies have addressed the functional effects of yoga with neuroimaging, of which 21 studies used MR-based techniques, three studies used PET (including assessments of glucose metabolism---with ^18^F-fluorodeoxyglucose (^18^F-FDG), cerebral blood flow or perfusion---with ^15^O-H~2~O, and dopaminergic functioning---with ^11^C-raclopride), and the two remaining studies used SPECT perfusion. We have grouped these studies in four coherent domains: effects on (mainly) resting-state function (perfusion and glucose metabolism), brain activation studies, network function (connectivity analyses), and molecular changes (MRS and neurotransmitters).

### Effects of Yoga on Cerebral Perfusion and Glucose Metabolism {#S4.SS3.SSS1}

Changes in neuronal resting-state function in yoga subjects have been investigated in one glucose-metabolism PET study, one perfusion PET study, two perfusion SPECT studies, and one perfusion ASL MR study ([Table 2A](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

[@B46] performed historically the first PET imaging study in yoga subjects, aiming to find possible alterations of cerebral glucose metabolism. A group of eight experienced healthy yoga meditation volunteers were scanned with ^18^F-FDG PET in a 2-day protocol, during a normal wakeful resting control state and a yoga meditative relaxation state. Absolute regional cerebral metabolic rates of glucose (rCMRGlc) were obtained with dynamic ^18^F-FDG PET imaging and arterial blood sampling, but no significant differences were found. Several significant regional differences of rCMRGlc ratios were found with increased glucose metabolism in the prefrontal to occipital ROIs, prefrontal to occipitotemporal ROIs, and superior frontal to superior parietal ROI ratio. Furthermore, during the state of yoga meditative relaxation, a smaller intersubject coefficient of variation was observed ([@B46]).

In the first cerebral perfusion study, [@B58] examined the neural regions subserving Nidra yoga meditation in nine experienced subjects using ^15^O-H~2~O PET. Subjects were injected eight times with ^15^O-H~2~O: two during an normal resting state, two during a resting state with auditory stimulation, and four during meditation, which was induced and maintained by auditory stimulation. While the global cerebral blood flow (CBF) remained unchanged throughout the experiment, a regional altered CBF pattern of meditation was observed according to the meditative content. Additionally, differential regional CBF activity upon meditation was found in regions thought to support an executive attentional network, such as the orbital and dorsolateral prefrontal gyrus, anterior cingulate gyrus, temporal gyrus, pons, and cerebellum ([@B58]). With the use of ^99m^Tc-ECD (ethylcysteine dimer or bicisate) SPECT, perfusion was also examined in a small longitudinal, interventional study where participants (*n* = 4) underwent a 12-week Iyengar yoga training program ([@B11]). Each participant received both a pre-program baseline and meditation scan and a post-program baseline and meditation scan. A significant decrease between the mean CBF ratios in the pre- and post-program baseline scans was detected in the following ROIs: amygdala, dorsal medial frontal cortex, and precentral and postcentral gyrus. Significant differences in pre- and post-program percentage change were observed in the medial frontal gyrus, prefrontal cortex (PFC), precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, and inferior and superior frontal gyrus ([@B11]). ^99m^Tc-HMPAO (hexamethylpropylene amine oxime or exametazime) SPECT was performed to examine perfusion changes during a Kundalini yoga chanting meditation in 11 experienced meditation participants ([@B53]). This study showed decreased rCBF during meditation compared to the control condition in the middle occipital, superior parietal, inferior temporal, and medial frontal gyrus. In contrast, during the meditation an activation was found in the posterior cingulate gyrus and left superior temporal gyrus ([@B53]). Finally, [@B91] used ASL to investigate perfusion differences between baseline and two yoga/meditation states in Kundalini meditators (*n* = 10). In this study, the different meditation states (a "*focused-based*" practice and a "*breath-based*" practice) were compared to a pre-meditation and post-meditation baseline state. During the focused-based meditation task, increased CBF was observed in the medial frontal gyrus and caudate nucleus, while decreased CBF was detected in the inferior and superior occipital gyrus and inferior parietal lobule compared to the pre-meditation baseline control condition. Several cortical and limbic brain structures showed significant increases in CBF during the breath-based meditation task compared to the pre-meditation control state, including insula, amygdala, hippocampus, parahippocampus, and superior temporal gyrus, indicating different CBF patterns between the two meditation states. Moreover, strong positive correlations were observed between reported depth of meditation and increased CBF responses in the insula, inferior frontal cortex, and temporal pole during the second meditation task, which had positive associations with subjective ratings of both connectedness and depth of meditation as well as a negative association with perceived stress ([@B91]).

### Effects of Yoga on Neural Activation {#S4.SS3.SSS2}

Several fMRI studies investigated brain activations or fluctuations in yoga practitioners ([Table 2B](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Four studies acquired fMRI data during yoga meditation or breathing exercises. Firstly, in a cross-sectional fMRI study performed on eight Kundalini yoga meditation subjects (with less than two years of meditation practice), [@B19] investigated whether moderately experienced yoga subjects would display activation in specific brain regions including the hippocampal formation and PFC with an on--off design (meditate vs. word condition). [@B19] found activation in different regions when the subjects were meditating using a mantra, compared to pronouncing neutral words (control condition). The most significant activation during the meditation task was found in the bilateral hippocampus/parahippocampal formation. Other areas with significant neuronal activation were found in the middle cingulate cortex and the precentral cortex ([@B19]). Secondly, changes in activity in the hippocampal formation were also found in a somewhat atypical yoga study where the hemodynamic correlates of "*OM*" chanting were investigated. Healthy participants (*n* = 12, only four of these had formal training in yoga including meditation) were trained in chanting "*OM*" and were scanned during this activation condition ([@B52]). The continuous production of "*ssss*..." was used as control condition. *A priori* ROIs included the limbic brain regions, orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, and thalami, based on the expected deactivation of these regions due to the vagal effect of the "OM" chanting. Significant deactivation was observed during "*OM*" chanting in the amygdala, anterior cingulate gyrus, hippocampus, insula, orbitofrontal cortex, parahippocampal gyrus, and thalamus ([@B52]). Thirdly, [@B44] investigated increased brain activation during Sahaja yoga meditation. In the control condition, meditators focused their attention on breathing, breathing movements, not worrying, and being relaxed, which is known as mindfulness meditation. After exploring the neural activity pattern with fMRI during yoga meditation (*n* = 19), they found an increased neural activity compared to the control condition in the medial frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate gyrus, and inferior frontal gyrus, insula, superior temporal gyrus, and medial temporal gyrus. The extent of activation relative to the control condition appeared to diminish progressively with later and deeper meditation stages. The authors suggested that this may be due to more focused activation. Additionally, the authors reported that the activation in the temporal lobes may be due to the presence of music during the meditation condition, in contrast to its absence during the control relaxation condition ([@B44]). Fourthly, in parallel with the findings of [@B44], increased activation in the right prefrontal regions during a meditation phase (auditory fixation and visual fixation) was observed in four experienced *Patanjali* yoga practitioners. The authors did not report any statistics, detailed demographics, or scan acquisition parameters ([@B63]).

Only one study examined neuronal activity during resting state in a population of females diagnosed with schizophrenia spectrum, comparing a yoga intervention (*n* = 23), with aerobic exercises (*n* = 23) and a control wait-list (*n* = 12) group ([@B57]). Local spontaneous neuronal fluctuations at rest, measured by the amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (ALFF), have previously shown alterations in patients with schizophrenia ([@B48]). Although no results were reported regarding the differences at baseline between the groups, the yoga group exhibited significantly different ALFF in the precuneus and visual cortex compared to the control group and aerobic exercises group. Furthermore, the yoga intervention induced a significant decrease in ALFF in the precuneus ([@B57]).

Finally, neuronal activity during an emotional evoking or working memory task in experienced yoga practitioners were investigated by three different groups. More specifically, [@B90] investigated the effects on emotional regulation in experienced yoga subjects (*n* = 19, yoga styles unknown) compared to recreational athletes (*n* = 12, group-sports) using emotionally arousing visual stimuli. A higher activation during the emotion-evoking phase was found in the superior parietal lobule, postcentral gyrus, and anterior supramarginal gyrus of yoga subjects. These areas have been associated with attentional awareness and reduced egocentric bias. However, recreational athletes exhibited higher activation during the emotion-evoking phase in the inferior frontal gyrus and lateral occipital cortex, regions linked with cognitive reappraisal during emotional regulation ([@B90]). Similarly, the neurocognitive correlates of emotion interference on cognition were examined in an fMRI study performed by [@B27]. For this study, yoga practitioners (*n* = 7) and an age-, sex-, and years of education-matched control group (*n* = 7) had to perform an event-related affective viewing trial and Stroop trial during the fMRI session, preceded by a negative or neutral emotional distractor. During the viewing trials, greater activity was observed in the dorsolateral PFC. In contrast, for the Stroop trial, greater activation was observed in the superior frontal gyrus due to the group effect, where the control group showed larger activation responses. An interaction effect of the Stroop trial was seen in the ventrolateral PFC. [@B27] suggested that yoga meditation practitioners may selectively recruit dissociable frontal executive-dependent strategies in response to emotionally salient information. Only one study investigated the effects of a long-term yoga practice (consisting of meditation, physical postures, and breathing exercises) on working memory, performing a Sternberg working memory task during fMRI ([@B33]). Twenty-six subjects whereof 13 experienced yoga practitioners and 13 age- and sex-matched controls were included in this study. Although no significant difference was found in terms of reaction time and performance accuracy between both groups, the fMRI results showed less activation in the dorsolateral PFC in yoga practitioners during the encoding phase of the Sternberg task. This result may point toward increased efficiency by experienced yoga practitioners while performing the task, which is in line with behavioral studies suggesting the positive influence of yoga on working memory performance ([@B33]).

### Effects of Yoga on Functional Connectivity {#S4.SS3.SSS3}

Besides differences in brain activation, fMRI has also been used to investigate the potential effect of yoga on functional connectivity in the brain ([Table 2C](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Methods used to investigate functional connectivity in the brain include ROI-to-ROI analyses, seed-to-voxel analyses, independent component analyses, and network-based statistics. Within the included studies, the following resting-state networks (RSNs) were investigated: DMN, dorsal attention network (DAN), executive control network (ECN), salience network, language network, and superior parietal network. For the seed basis analyses, most of the seeds were placed in the DMN, including the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (PCC).

[@B27] investigated the effects of Hatha yoga meditation and meditation-state on four RSNs (DMN, DAN, ECN, and salience network) in a ROI-to-ROI analysis, hypothesizing that yoga meditation would be associated with greater functional connectivity between multiple RSNs. Firstly, higher interregional correlation values for the DAN in yoga practitioners (*n* = 7) compared to the controls (*n* = 7) were found. Secondly, interregional connectivity within nodes of the DAN was significantly higher for the yoga group. Within the yoga group, greater functional connectivity was observed during the meditative state between DAN and DMN nodes and between the anterior prefrontal node of the salience network and multiple DAN nodes, compared to the resting state. In contrast, during resting state, greater functional connectivity was found between the DAN and dorso mPFC (node of the ECN) and right insula (node of the salience network), compared to the meditative state ([@B27]). In a seed-to-voxel fMRI study, [@B43] performed a functional connectivity analysis in the same subjects as their VBM study. They found a positive correlation between subjective perception of the depth of mental silence and GM density in mPFC. This region was subsequently used as a seed region for the seed-to-voxel functional connectivity analyses ([@B42]). During the meditation state, functional connectivity between mPFC (seed/ROI) and anterior insula/putamen bilaterally increased significantly. In contrast, functional connectivity was significantly decreased between the mPFC and thalamus/parahippocampal gyrus throughout both the meditation and resting state ([@B42]). Similarly, [@B74] also used the mPFC as seed region to evaluate the common and dissociable neural correlates of an MBSR (*n* = 18) intervention (including yoga poses) and a relaxation response (RR; *n* = 16) program in a longitudinal setting. For this study, two *a priori* seeds were used: the mPFC (associated with focused attention) and the anterior insula (for its role in somatosensory awareness). Both interventions revealed functional coupling between mPFC (seed) and supplementary motor areas during meditation compared to rest. However, the MBSR program was uniquely associated increased functional connectivity between the anterior insula (seed) and the pregenual anterior cingulate cortex during body scan meditation compared with rest ([@B74]). [@B71] used the same seed (mPFC as main anterior seed of the DMN) to address neuronal connectivity in an healthy elderly female population (*n* = 40; same subjects as in [@B1]). They found greater resting-state connectivity between the mPFC and the angular gyrus in the yoga group (*n* = 20), compared to paired yoga-naïve controls (*n* = 20) ([@B71]).

In total, two studies used an independent component analysis (ICA) approach to investigate functional connectivity within and between identified networks. In an interventional longitudinal fMRI study, [@B21] investigated the correlation between functional connectivity and performance on memory tests, before and after yoga training (*n* = 14) or MET (*n* = 14) in patients with MCI. Subjects were randomly assigned to both groups. Analysis was performed on four networks identified by the ICA that are relevant in the research regarding long-term memory, including DMN, posterior DMN, language network, and superior parietal network. Results showed that improvement on the verbal memory performance was significantly positively correlated with greater connectivity within the DMN. Additionally, a significant negative correlation between changes in functional connectivity and changes in long-term visuospatial memory performance was observed in a cluster within the superior parietal network in both groups ([@B21]). Applying an ICA as well, in addition to the VBM analysis, [@B17] also performed rsfMRI in the same subjects. A significant interaction effect (group × time) was observed in the frontal sector of the fronto-parietal network. Within this network, after Sahaja yoga training, decreased power was displayed at ultra-low frequencies and increased power in low-middle frequencies. This change in the power spectrum in the fronto-parietal network was correlated with well-being scores ([@B17]).

Finally, in an attempt to disentangle differences between yoga and meditation as such, [@B30] investigated functional connectivity in three different groups: yoga practitioners (*n* = 16), meditation practitioners (*n* = 16), and a control group (*n* = 15). Using Network-Based Statistics (NBS), which detects clusters of connections that significantly differ between groups, significant difference components for the comparison yoga practitioners \> controls were found, comprising three nodes, with the caudate nucleus as the central node, connected to the parahippocampal gyrus and inferior temporal gyrus. The comparison meditators vs. controls and yoga vs. meditators did not yield significant results; however, significant higher-degree centrality for both meditators and yoga practitioners was observed compared to controls. Furthermore, compared to controls, meditators and yoga practitioners revealed equally stronger connectivity to a large number of brain regions ([@B30]).

### Effects of Yoga on Brain Metabolites and Neurotransmitters {#S4.SS3.SSS4}

So far, only one PET study investigated endogenous striatal dopamine release during yoga meditation using ^11^C-raclopride PET in experienced yoga Nidra practitioners (*n* = 8), during rest and relaxation meditation on two separate days, in random order ([@B55]). A significant 8% decrease in binding potential was observed during meditation in the ventral striatum, associated with the experience of reduced readiness for action, indicating an increased dopaminergic signaling in the striatal regions most closely associated with reward and pleasurable effects ([@B55]).

In the first MRS study, [@B79] instructed one group of eight experienced yoga participants to practice a yoga session, especially focusing on yoga physical postures, while the control group (*n* = 11) had to read for 60 min before the MRS scan. MRS voxels were placed in the cortex and deep GM structures (exact location not specified). In yoga practitioners, an increase in GABA levels was found after a yoga practice while no changes were observed in the control subjects after the reading exercise ([@B79]). In a subsequent interventional study, the same group measured MRS GABA levels in the left thalamus in healthy subjects that were randomly assigned to a 60-min yoga (*n* = 19) or walking (*n* = 15) intervention, three times a week for 12 weeks ([@B80]). The yoga subjects reported a greater improvement in mood and anxiety, compared to the walking group. Although no significant changes in thalamic GABA levels between groups were found, a significant positive correlation between changes in mood scales (revitalization, tranquility, state-trait anxiety trait) and changes in thalamic GABA levels was found in the yoga group ([@B80]).

One study investigated the effects of a yoga intervention in patients with type 2 diabetes on N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) and myoinositol (MI) brain metabolites in the right dorsolateral frontal lobe by means of MRS ([@B66]). In this case--control study, a total of 68 patients, were assigned to either a yoga group (*n* = 34) or a control group (*n* = 34). The yoga group did yoga (including physical postures and breathing exercises) for six months, 6 days a week, for 45--60 min under daily supervision of a qualified yoga teacher. The control group was not on any specific exercise regimen. Neither exact dropout numbers nor the exact age and number of females vs. males of each group are reported by [@B66]. Higher NAA and lower MI levels were found in the yoga group compared to the control group in the right dorsolateral frontal lobe, pointing toward higher neuronal integrity and lower neuroglial functioning, respectively. No baseline values were reported ([@B66]). In another MRS study, with the same study design and intervention as the previously mentioned research, no differences in NAA and MI values were found between the control (*n* = 5) and yoga (*n* = 5) groups ([@B72]).

In addition to VBM effects, [@B94] also acquired MRS in 25 MCI patients subjects, randomized to either a yoga group (*n* = 14) or a memory enhancement training group (*n* = 11). The MRS study was conducted with ROIs placed in the hippocampi and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. A significant interaction effect between time and group was detected for choline and *post hoc* analysis showed that choline decreased in the hippocampi after memory training, but remained unchanged in the yoga group. Of note, at baseline choline levels were greater in the memory training group compared to the yoga group ([@B94]).

A summary of significant results related to these functional neuroimaging studies in yoga is provided in [Tables 2A--D](#T2){ref-type="table"} and illustrated in [Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (effects on CBF and glucose metabolism, showing mainly increases in frontal regions and a decrease in posterior regions; however, each yoga meditative content showed a distinctive pattern), [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (neuronal activation, showing mainly increased activation in frontal regions during yoga and decreases in posterior regions), [Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (functional connectivity, showing increased functional connectivity in mainly prefrontal regions within DMN), and [Figure 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (neurotransmitters and metabolites, showing widespread effects depending on the yoga intervention and measured metabolite).

Discussion {#S5}
==========

Although the published studies on neuroimaging effects of yoga have been characterized by various forms of yoga, mostly smaller groups and heterogeneous target assessment, relatively consistent cerebral structural and functional changes have been found. These may be linked to presumed beneficial physical and psychological effects of yoga reported in a growing body of clinical research studies ([@B22], [@B23]; [@B84]; [@B88]).

Overall, morphological neuroimaging findings are consistent with an increase in regional GM density or volume in yoga practitioners compared to controls. Even though the insular cortex was not employed as an ROI in the included studies, higher GM density in the insular cortex was most consistently reported in the whole-brain analyses ([@B28]; [@B88]; [@B43]; [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These results are congruent with morphometric neuroimaging of meditation practitioners, where it was found that increases in the insular cortex were the most consistent structural alterations across meditation styles ([@B25]). In addition to morphological effects in the insula, multiple functional studies included in this review ([@B52]; [@B91]; [@B27]; [@B44], [@B42]) showed differences in the activation or connectivity of the insula in yoga practitioners ([Figures 1C,D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, many of these did not investigate the full triad of yoga but only included yoga styles focusing on meditation without physical postures (*asana*). In parallel, a meta-analysis and systematic review on the functional effects of meditation, including mindfulness-based interventions, reported the consistent recruitment of the insula across multiple styles of meditation ([@B24]; [@B95]), suggesting an important role for the insula across meditative processes. The insula is central in interoceptive body awareness, the sensitivity toward the psychological conditions of one's own body (e.g., sensing increased heart rate, sweaty skin, tense stomach, etc.), and empathy and possibly even metacognition ([@B35]; [@B76]). The insula is involved during meditation but also upon postural changes and slow breathing ([@B14]). Various neuroimaging studies have shown that higher interoceptive awareness is associated with increased ability of effective stress coping, whereas low interoceptive awareness has been observed in patients with depression ([@B2]). Yoga may induce an increase in functional connectivity between the insula and brain regions involved in regulation of affective and sensory processing (such as the PFC), which may induce higher GM density in the insular cortex.

Furthermore, increased GM volumes or density in the hippocampus were consistently observed in different morphological studies ([@B28]; [@B39]; [@B88]; [@B33]), including yoga studies containing the full triad of yoga. In line with these results, several functional and structural neuroimaging studies of meditation also reported differences in the hippocampal formation ([@B25], [@B24]). These effects could be linked to increased BDNF levels, a marker for neuroplasticity, as observed after a yoga intervention ([@B67]). BDNF may play a role in the morphological effects observed in the hippocampus as it is found in high concentrations within this region ([@B65]). In contrast, in a large population study in yoga and meditation practitioners (without making a distinction between both), decreased hippocampal volumes were observed at a cross-sectional level, compared to controls, which might be attributed to early life stressors. Practicing meditation and yoga had no significant relation over time with hippocampal volume ([@B34]).

The amygdala was explicitly investigated in two morphological structural studies, where decreases in density and volume were observed ([@B47]; [@B34]). A significant correlation was found between changes in perceived stress scores and the amygdala volume ([@B47]). Indeed, extensive evidence showed neural correlates of stress-induced modulation of structure and function of both amygdala and hippocampus. It therefore seems plausible that the smaller amygdala and increased hippocampal volumes are due to less experienced stress through yoga practice ([@B70]; [@B62]; [@B61]; [@B34]).

Functional neuroimaging studies investigating differences in neural activation during yoga meditation, in comparison to an emotional task or cognitive functioning, found yoga-induced effects in various cortical and subcortical brain regions. However, heterogeneous results across all studies were obtained, which may be due to the heterogeneous nature of the study design, as well as multiple yoga styles and tasks during the functional activity imaging acquisition.

From the five studies focusing on CBF/perfusion and glucose metabolism changes during a yoga meditation practice, it was shown that CBF is influenced by yoga meditation ([@B46]; [@B58]; [@B11]; [@B53]; [@B91]), but influences on CBF may depend heavily on the type and focus of the meditation ([@B24]; [Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Eight studies investigated neural activation changes during yoga meditation, with a majority of the studies showing increased activation in the frontal regions during yoga meditation ([@B29]; [@B44]; [@B57]; [@B63]). Functional connectivity studies ([@B27]; [@B31]; [@B21]; [@B42]; [@B74]; [@B17]; [@B71]) observed improved connectivity in yoga subjects, compared to controls, in multiple networks and regions. Half of the studies on functional connectivity focused on the DMN, using seed-based analyses with seeds in the PFC ([@B42]; [@B74]; [@B71]). Studies investigated different yoga styles, and heterogeneous results were found, but with a consistent increased connectivity toward the PFC. In general, neural activity within the DMN is known to correlate with mind-wandering, which is in return associated with lower levels of happiness. A possible way to reduce mind-wandering is yoga meditation. Meditation has previously been linked to stronger coupling between the DMN and regions implicated in self-monitoring and cognitive control ([@B6]).

Only one study investigated the effect of yoga (*yoga nidra meditation*) on dopaminergic function using the dopamine D~2/3~ receptor radioligand ^11^C-raclopride, demonstrating a significant increased dopaminergic release during the Yoga Nidra meditation practice in the ventral striatum ([@B55]). The ventral striatum plays an important role in the circuitry underlying goal-directed behaviors, behavioral sensitization, and changes in affective states ([@B50]), as well as in the reward/motivation circuitry ([@B89]). It should also be noted that the dopaminergic system, via the basal ganglia, participates in regulating the subcortical-prefrontal interactions. In total, five studies used MR spectroscopy to investigate changes in metabolite concentrations in the brain. Nearly all studies employed different ROIs. Increased GABA levels, associated with stress reduction, decreased MI, and increased NAA levels have been reported after yoga ([@B79], [@B80]; [@B66]). Increased GABA levels might be the result of the activated PFC during or after yoga, as observed in multiple yoga studies ([@B29]; [@B44]; [@B57]; [@B63]), which is believed to increase glutamate, stimulating the reticular nucleus of the thalamus to increase secretions of GABA ([@B36]).

A postulated neurobiological model comprising underlying mechanisms on central yoga effects is that yoga induces increases in CBF, cerebral activity, and glucose metabolism, reflecting recruitment of additional higher demand of cortical substrates, while decreases suggest that the yoga practice can be carried out using fewer neuronal resources as learning proceeds ([@B16]). Repeated functional activation might induce morphological changes affecting white and GM through dendritic arborization/synaptogenesis, neurogenesis (limited to the hippocampus), myelin remodeling, and fiber reorganization ([@B16]; [@B96]; [@B59]). In return, changes in functional connectivity can occur. Furthermore, multiple bottom-up (e.g., controlled breathing and physical postures) and top-down (e.g., focused attention and interoception) processes also play an important role in mind--body interventions such as yoga ([@B64]). The beneficial effects of yoga practice is that the combination of its three main components---deep breathing, meditation, and physical postures---can activate the parasympathetic nervous system and thereby increase the GABA concentration, the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain, consistent with the findings of [@B79], [@B80]. An augmenting effect of parasympathetic tone can occur through vagal nerve afferents caused by the baroreflex response that is mainly elicited by the deep and slow breathing, and by activated baroreceptors through different yoga poses (chin lock, inversion, and chest opening poses) during a yoga session ([@B78]). This may also be a basis for the anxiety- and stress-relieving effects of yoga. Counteracting stress-related corticosteroid release reduces GABA, which can lead to neurological morphological changes that could have long-term consequences ([@B70]; [@B62]).

In this review, we attempted to summarize the application of neuroimaging (including MRI, PET, and SPECT) to study the neurobiological effects of yoga. Nevertheless, a formal meta-analysis of the results was not considered appropriate because of the relatively small and heterogeneous number of consistently designed studies. These relatively small sample sizes may also have limited the sensitivity to identify effects. Additionally, 38% of the studies (13/34) did not include a control group. The selection of a control group and control conditions is quite heterogeneous and varies from cognitive to motor task, making it difficult to compare studies. Physical exercise, or matching based on physical exercise level, was in general most consistently used as control group or condition, respectively. This is in line with the results of a systematic review regarding comparison groups in yoga research ([@B68]). Physical exercise studies allow to establish whether the yoga effect is mainly determined by exercise or whether yoga provides an additional effect. Given its importance in order to control for non-specific effects of group participation, attention, and activity ([@B68]) but scarcity of studies using an active control group, we strongly advocate incorporation in future study designs. In studies on effects of physical activity on brain structure and function, several similarities have been found. In general, physical activity (or aerobic training) has also been associated with increased GM density. Areas that were most consistently observed included the hippocampus, PFC, and motor-related areas such as cerebellum and motor cortex (for a review, see [@B81] and [@B20]). In addition, a review of Sexton et al. showed that a relation between physical activity and WM structure has been suggested in multiple studies ([@B75]). Regarding functional activity changes, [@B45] reported profound changes especially in the frontal lobe, cerebellum, and hippocampus in response to exercise. Therefore, especially regarding cognitive, executive, and motor effects that can be associated with yoga practice, future study designs should clearly try to demonstrate whether structural and functional effects are different from a pure physical exercise component. This is a complex effort, as also physical exercise can be modulated by many variables, including exercise intensity, duration, aerobic vs. anaerobic, and a range of regional or global exercise levels.

Similarly, variations in style and intensity of yoga interventions were present in the reviewed studies, which makes it difficult to find clear common ground for the findings. Moreover, half of the yoga-related neuroimaging studies included in this review investigated the effects of yoga styles that mainly focus on meditation, whereas the other half investigated yoga including physical postures (*asana*). The latter is the type of yoga that is mostly practiced in the Western world nowadays, with even a primary focus on the physical postures. The different yoga styles may have different effects on the brain, since each yoga style differentially emphasizes the subcomponents of yoga. The study by [@B88] indicated that postures, breathing exercises, and meditation contribute differently to the structural changes observed after a series of yoga practices ([@B88]). About three-fourths of the study subjects were female; however, this in line with the observations that lifetime yoga practitioners are more likely female ([@B13]). Most studies did not use randomization. Four studies were of a mere exploratory design and did not control for multiple comparisons ([@B58]; [@B11]; [@B39]; [@B43]), increasing the chance of false-positive findings.

Future research should be aimed at disentangling the effects of each yoga subcomponent on specific neuronal patterns and the interaction between these subcomponents, in larger and better-defined populations. Finally, the general issue of publication bias is likely also present, where negative findings may remain unreported ([@B18]).

Conclusion {#S6}
==========

Based on the relatively scarce but expanding neuroimaging evidence of yoga practice in predominantly healthy subjects, it has been shown that yoga has both a structural and functional effect on brain areas involved in interoception, posture, motivation, and higher executive functions. Overall, most consistent structural effects were observed in the hippocampus and insular cortex, while functional studies showed mainly increases in frontal executive and attention areas. However, the number of studies is still limited and heterogeneous and several inconsistencies are present due to the heterogeneity among the different yoga styles included and the great variability in the applied research protocols.

More extensive, well-designed, and multimodal/multiparametric research studies with the control group preferably including physical exercise should be performed to further investigate the potential beneficial effects of yoga not exclusively on the healthy brain but also in disease state, for example in mood and anxiety disorders such as major depression, PTSD, or anxiety states. The integration of both neuroimaging and neurophysiological techniques (EEG, EMG, etc.) will further allow to investigate and bridge imaging findings with neurophysiological and behavioral assessment/improvements in well-being.
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